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“Quality is never an accident —
it is always the result of intelligent efforts.”

John Ruskin

BRONTEtrade markets products in oil with passion and
experience, trusting in producers which preserve and hand down
recipes related to territory and traditions.
Following all the production chain with a “from farm to fork”
approach, we select the raw material directly in the area of origin in
order to accurately value the suppliers.
Later, the raw materials are checked through accurate internal
controls which verify the compliance with the quality standards
and production requirements. Just after evaluating the suitability
and the compliance, the products are sent to the next phases of
processing and packaging.

www.brontetrade.com | brontetrade@icloud.com
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Marinated garlic
In extra virgin olive oil
Description:
These garlic cloves are marinated
and seasoned with spices and dried
tomatoes that provide a savoury taste.
Our particular process eliminates the
strong garlic flavour, creating a tasty and
crunchy product. For these reasons, this
“garlic that doesn’t taste like garlic” can be
savoured just as it is.
Format
Packaging
Contents

Small jar
190 gr

Curcumaglio in oil

New!

In extra virgin olive oil
Description:
These garlic cloves are marinated and
seasoned with turmeric and linseed. Our
patented marinating process make this
“garlic that doesn’t taste like garlic” a
product with a sweet and refined taste, a
highly digestible product that eliminates
the halitosis problem. These are the
characteristics that make the curcumaglio
a functional food which can be used in
aperitifs, salads, fish or meat courses,
as a seasoning for pasta, for enriching
a light meal. It’s a product suitable for
vegetarians and vegans.
Format
Packaging
Contents

Small jar
190 gr
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Farmer’s artichokes
In extra virgin olive oil
Description:
They are carefully selected and cut into
convenient quarters, proposed with a
tastier recipe, seasoned with spices, in
order to make them an ideal appetizer,
a side dish or suitable to taste with an
aperitif.
Format
Packaging
Contents

Small jar
190 gr

“Borettane” onions
In IGP balsamic vinegar
Description:
With a typical flat round shape and small
dimensions, the “Borettane” onions are selected
according to consistency, quality and flavour.
Their crunchy consistency is enhanced by the
IGP balsamic vinegar of Modena. They are ideal
in coupling with cold charcuterie plates or as a
garnish with boiled meat.
Format
Packaging
Contents

Small jar
190 gr
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Dried tomatoes
In extra virgin olive oil
Description:
The product is picked up, cut in half
and left to dry in the sun. Later, they
are rehydrated in water and vinegar and
seasoned with a spice mix that provides a
strong savoury taste. They are suitable for
multiple uses in cooking, as an appetizer
or garnish, since they have a quite sweet
flavour and are softer in the mouth.

Format
Packaging
Contents

Small jar
190 gr

Alla Marchigiana olives
In extra virgin olive oil
Description:
Alla Marchigiana olive from our production
proposes the tasty recipe from Marche tradition,
exactly as it was once. When choosing, Leccino
olives are selected according to the traditional
plantation calibre and colour through an expert
and accurate process. Later, they are marinated
with salt, wild fennel and garlic cloves and
they are put in barrels which are checked daily
until they reach their ripening. At the time
of processing, chili pepper is added in pieces.
They can be served as aperitif with a cold meat
and cheese platter or be used as a seasoning for
meat and fish courses.
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Format
Packaging
Contents

Small jar
160 gr
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Our creams
They are excellent to be spread on croutons
or on bruschetta or to stuff sandwiches.
Many options for many pleasant tastes, even
in spicy version. Our Curcumaglio is now
also available in spreadable version.

New!

Curcumaglio
cream

Artichokes
cream

Black olives
cream
Peppers and
olives cream

Green olives
cream
Dried tomatoes
and olive cream
Format
Packaging
Contents
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Small glass jars
130 gr
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Packing Line with bowls of 2 kg

Grilled eggplants in oil
Grilled pulpy eggplants, seasoned with
parsley, a pinch of pepper and a garlic clove.
And here it is a genuine, natural and really
tasty product.

Grilled peppers in oil
Just picked peppers are grilled and peeled in
cylinders made of incandescent fire-bricks
which are used to remove the skin. The taste
is really sweet and refined and our recipe with
garlic, black pepper and nothing else makes
even the most simple second courses even
tastier.

Grilled zucchini in oil
Fast and savoury appetizer with a strong
grilling taste; black pepper, garlic and a
pinch of spicy pepper are their simple
seasoning.
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Dried tomatoes in olio
They are picked, cut in half and left to dry
in the sun. They are suitable for many
purposes in cooking, like appetizer or
garnish, as they have a pretty sweet taste
and they are soft in the mouth.

“Borettane” onions in
IGP balsamic vinegar
Sweet and sour “Borettane” onions, small in
size, with a round flat shape and a refined
and crunchy taste. They are proposed by
adding IGP balsamic vinegar of Modena. They
are used with cold charcuterie plates or as a
garnish with boiled meat.

Olives of the Marches in oil
When choosing, Leccino olives are selected
according to the traditional plantation calibre and
colour through an expert and accurate process.
Later, they are marinated with salt, wild fennel and
garlic cloves and they are put in barrels which are
checked daily until they reach their ripening.

Grilled artichokes in oil
Grilled artichokes with stem cut in
half that maintain their crunchiness.
Ideal as an appetizer or side dish.
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Dried tomatoes

"Vermiglio Red"
In sachet of 100 grams
Description:
They are produced from the sun-drenched Apulian
lands and dried according to the ancient Apulian
tradition. “Vermiglio Red” is born. Super tasty
tomatoes dried in the sun. Just Sun, Salt and Love!
Format
Packaging
Pieces per box
Packaging
per platform
Platform (EUR)

Sachet of 100 gr
12
180
80 x 120 cm

Semi-dried tomatoes

Bio “Scarlatto Red”
In jar of 280 grams and 530 grams
Description:
They are produced from the sun-drenched Apulian
lands and dried according to the ancient Apulian
tradition. “Scarlatto Red” is born. The semi-dried
version of Apulian cherry tomatoes in sunflower oil.
Format
Packaging
Pieces per box
Packaging
per platform
Platform (EUR)

Jar of 280 gr
6

Packaging
Pieces per box
Packaging
per platform
Platform (EUR)

Jar of 530 gr
6

288
80 x 120 cm

160
80 x 120 cm
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“Vermiglio Red”
Dried Tomato
Description:
They are produced from the sun-drenched
Apulian lands and dried according to the ancient
Apulian tradition. “Vermiglio Red” is born. Dried
san Marzano tomatoes variety medium in size. An
excellent Apulian product.

“Scarlatto Red” tomato —
the Velvety one
Description:
They are produced from the sun-drenched Apulian
lands and dried according to the ancient Apulian
tradition. “Scarlatto Red” is born. Peeled and semidried tomatoes, cherry tomatoes, medium in size.
An excellent Apulian product.

“Scarlatto Red” tomato —
The sweetest one
Description:
They are produced from the sun-drenched Apulian lands
and dried according to the ancient Apulian tradition.
“Scarlatto Red” is born. Peeled and semi-dried tomatoes,
plum tomato variety, medium in size and super sweet.
An excellent Apulian product.
Format
Packaging
Pieces per box
Packaging
per platform
Platform (EUR)

Format
Jar of 280 gr
6

Packaging
Pieces per box
Packaging
per platform
Platform (EUR)

288
80 x 120 cm
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Jar of 530 gr
6
160
80 x 120 cm
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“Quality is never an accident —
it is always the result of intelligent efforts.”

John Ruskin

Thanks to the passion for quality and a peculiar attention to the production
chain of selected products, Brontetrade constantly expands its Retail Line
guaranteeing high-end products at low environment impact.
The fresh ingredients and the adherence to the traditional rules of bread making
art are the recipe for a totally new product between bread and breadstick.
It’s genuine and fragrant – just like the good homemade handcrafted bread, it’s
the quality that Bronte has selected for its customers, attentive to a balanced,
complete and intelligent diet. In addition, the total exclusion of elements of
transgenic derivation (GMO) and the use of 100% Italian extra virgin olive oil,
coming from well known cultivation, are an affirmation of the high quality
standards.

www.brontetrade.com | brontetrade@icloud.com
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Flavoured Breadsticks
A five taste line:
Pizza, rosemary, onion, chili pepper, olives.
The production philosophy is that typical one, but the
innovative taste transforms them into an ideal occasion for a
quality snack to munch in any moment of the day. The taste
has a strong character while maintaining the characteristics of
balance and harmony due to the absence of sapidity enhancer
and synthesis aromas.

Format
Net weight
Expiry date
Pieces per box
Box per pallet
Pallet height
Pack. Dim.(cm)

125 g
12 months
24
48
cm 230
W 12 x D 9 x H 19
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Classic Breadsticks
Crunchy, hand-shaped pats with
a unique fragrance
They are made with wheat flour and 100% extra virgin
olive oil, stand out from any kind of bread or breadstick
and pleasantly accompany every food. They are appreciated
in their 100 grams, 250 grams, 400 grams and 500 grams
packaging that guarantees the crunchy freshness; they are a
light and nutritious food.

Format
Net weight
Expiry date
Pieces per box
Box per pallet
Pallet height
Pack. Dim.(cm)

100 g
12 months
24
48
cm 230
W 12 x D 9 x H 19

250 g
12 months
12
42
cm 230
W 19 x D 10 x H 25
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400 g
12 months
8
42
cm 230
W 19 x D 10 x H 29

500 g
12 months
8
36
cm 215
W 19 x D 10 x H 31
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Milk and honey Breadsticks
They are simple but rich in genuine goodness,
this is how the milk and honey breadsticks with
a sweet and refined fragrance were born.
They turn into an irresistible light meal accompanied with
jam, honey or they are merrily appreciated with a piece of
chocolate calling to mind the simple flavours or the memory
of the healthy and appetizing snack of days gone by.
Format
Net weight
Expiry date
Pieces per box

125 g
Box per pallet
12 months Pallet height
24
Pack. Dim.(cm)

Bio Spelt and quinoa Breadsticks
From the selection of very few
ingredients, a simple and essential recipe
rich in nutrients was born.
The flour, the spelt flakes, the quinoa and the
exclusive presence of the 100% extra virgin olive
oil enhance their genuine goodness, turning them
into a tasty bread and inspired to the principles of
a healthy and balanced diet.
Format
Net weight
Expiry date
Pieces per box

250 g
Box per pallet
12 months Pallet height
12
Pack. Dim.(cm)

42
cm 230
W 19 x D 10 x H 23
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48
cm 230
W 12 x D 9 x H 19
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Bio and vegan

Kamut Khorasan wheat Breadsticks
It’s an organic line, in classic and whole wheat version. They
are rich in fibres, for a balanced diet and are ideal even for
those who follow a vegetarian and vegan lifestyle.
Bio Kamut breadsticks combine the genuine freshness and the fragrant
Mediterranean flavour with the natural qualities, features of this ancient
and noble cereal. With a warm and golden brightness, enhanced by the
corn flakes on the surface, they surprise you with the harmonic and
sweet taste and with the light crumbliness.
The classic and whole wheat version join the Bio line.
The ingredient selection and the exclusive use of the
100% extra virgin olive oil turn them into an ideal bread
in a vegetarian or vegan diet.

Format
Net weight
Expiry date
Pieces per box

250 g
Box per pallet
12 months Pallet height
12
Pack. Dim.(cm)

16

42
cm 230
W 19 x D 10 x H 23
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“Quality is never an accident —
it is always the result of intelligent efforts.”

John Ruskin

BRONTEtrade takes advantage of large innovative certified
companies which are able to face the most demanding
markets and also able to maintain tradition, attention to
detail and research of taste – typical of the craftsmanship.
In this section, we introduce a Retail Line focused on Truffle,
in Oil, Cream, Sauce and Chips form. This product conquered
New York, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Las Vegas, Toronto, Tokyo
and Hong Kong and can boast a leadership position in Europe,
America, Asia.
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White or black truffle oil
Premium Line — 100 ml & 55 ml

Description:
Truffles are one of the most complex
and tempting food in the world. They
add ripeness and complexity which
the commensal yearns for. In this
product, the rich aromatic
properties of truffle, also
known as “the fruit from
the woods”, are mixed with
olive oil. Just a few drops
for better enriching salad,
pasta, risotto, fried eggs,
mushroom dishes and
potato purees.

Format
Contents
Expiry date
Pieces per box

18

100 ml
Contents
24 months Expiry date
6
Pieces per box

55 ml
24 months
12
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Porcini and
white truffle cream
Description:
Porcini mushrooms and white
truffle cream is the perfect balance
between the intensity of Porcini
mushrooms and the refined taste
of the white truffle. It’s excellent to
use with simple or elaborate truffle
or mushroom-based recipes.
Format
Net weight
Expiry date
Pieces per box

90 g
48 months
12

Truffle sauce
Description:
A refined mix of summer
black truffles and Champignon
mushrooms with an excellent
extra virgin olive oil create the
perfect sauce for every palate.
It’s perfect with bruschetta,
appetizers and main dishes.
Format
Net weight
Expiry date
Pieces per box

19

90 g
48 months
12
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Handcrafted crunchy

Truffle chips

Description:
These handmade chips
made with summer black
truffles are packaged in small
packs in order to preserve
their authentic flavour and
characteristic seasoning. They
can be served as aperitif,
tasted in a salad or simply
directly eaten from the bag!

Truffle Zest
Description:
This truffle seasoning is excellent to be used
as a garnish in every dish. Truffle zest is a
spice mix in dried powdered form, gluten
free, no GMO, MSG free and allergen free. The
truffle zest has a great versatility and can be
sprinkled on pasta, pizza, salads, eggs and
potatoes. It can be mixed in sauces, soups,
seasonings and used in various applications.

Format
Net weight
Expiry date
Pieces per box

50 g
24 months
12
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Red Lamelia Marche IGP
Description:
It’s a very modern red wine, with red fruits notes which are typical
of Syrah, with an international character thanks to the Merlot
intensity and structure and a refined hint of vanilla that makes it
persuasive and elegant.

Type of wine

Ripe red wine

Origin area

Hills of Matelica (MC) – 350 m a.s.l.

Soil

Gravelled soil with low clay content

Grapes

Syrah 50%, Merlot 50%.

Yield per hectare 90 - 100 q .
Processing

 anual harvesting of the grapes at full
M
polyphenolic and aromatic ripeness, destemming, soft pressing, fermentation with maceration for 7-10 days on the peels with periodic
pump overs, racking and malolactic fermentation with selected bacteria.

Aging

S yrah: in stainless steel tanks; Merlot: in French oak barriques for 8-10 months with light
roast. At least 4 months in bottle.

Colour

Intense red in colour with ruby highlights and
some traces of garnet.

Scent

F ruity ripe wine with hints of small fruits
(blackberry, raspberry and currant), black pepper, hints of vanilla and tobacco derived from
wood.

Flavour

 he wine’s body is soft and refined, large
T
structure and velvety tannins with a finish of
pleasurable freshness.

Consumption

It can be aged from 2 to 4 years.

Combination

C ured meats, meat first courses, red meats
and seasoned cheeses

Serving
Temperature

16 - 18°C
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San Vito
Verdicchio di Matelica P.D.O.
Description:
This wine is born from the selection of our best vineyards and
expresses the aromatic intensity of this noble variety, in a rich and
complex style, intense and harmonic with a large structure and
aromatic persistence.

Type of wine

Dry white wine

Origin area

Hills of Matelica (MC) – 400 m a.s.l.

Soil

Loose soil and draining, tending to a
calcareous-clay soil

Grapes

100% Verdicchio

Yield per hectare 80 - 100 q.
Processing

 anual harvesting of the best grapes, vinificaM
tion in reduction, crushing and soft pressing
of grapes, cold maceration of pressing for 8-12
hours at 10 C, settling of must and subsequent
fermentation at controlled temperature
(16-18 °C) with the addition of selected yeasts.
Malolactic fermentation with selected bacteria
for 50% of the wine.

Aging

 months in stainless steel tanks and 2 mon8
ths in bottle.

Colour

Straw-yellow with greenish glimmers.

Scent

Intense and complex, characterized by ripe
fruity notes of apple, peach, apricot, yellow
melon, which are mixed with dried flowers
and herbs.

Flavour

S tructured, strong impact and softness but at
the same time characterized by an outstanding freshness and pleasant sapidity.

Consumption

Up to 5 years

Combination

Rich fish and meat dishes, seasoned cheeses.

Serving
Temperature

10 - 12°C
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Lamelia
Verdicchio di Matelica P.D.O.
Description:
It’s a wine that expresses the Verdicchio freshness through
its elegant and fragrant scents and sapidity. It’s a modern
and juvenile style, easily approachable and drinkable.

Type of wine

Dry white wine

Origin area

Hills of Matelica (MC) – 300 m a.s.l.

Soil

Clayey-calcareous soil

Grapes

100% Verdicchio

Yield per hectare 100 - 120 q.
Processing

 anual harvesting of the best grapes,
M
vinification in reduction, crushing and
soft pressing of grapes, settling of must
and subsequent alcoholic fermentation at controlled temperature
(16-18°C) with the addition of selected
yeasts.

Aging

 months in stainless steel tanks and 2
4
months in bottle.

Colour

Straw-yellow with greenish glimmers.

Scent

F ruity scent with Renetta apple, almond and white fruit (peach, apricot,
nectarine) hints

Flavour

 utstanding freshness and very
O
important olfactory sensation with
pleasant minerality and sapidity

Consumption

Within 2 years from harvesting.

Combination

 ppetizers, fried food, lightly seasoned
A
cold cuts, first courses, raw fish, semi-seasoned cheeses.

Serving
Temperature

10 - 12°C
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